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Introduction 

The stage is being set for yet another year of record mergers 
and acquisitions (M&A). Confident and with ample cash 
reserves, corporate boardrooms and financial sponsors are 
ready to pull the trigger on a new round of deals. Bankers and 
investors also agree that low interest rates and government 
privatisations are creating excellent conditions for savvy 
business operators to pursue growth through M&A. This 
optimism follows a three-year trend of frenetic deal making, 
which experienced a jump from US$46bn (AU$59bn) in 2012 
to almost US$70bn (AU$90bn) in 2014. M&A volumes have 
likewise bounced back post-financial crisis to reach 498 deals. 
This new annual record helped Australia become the second-
largest M&A market in Asia-Pacific, behind only China in 
volume and value terms. 

While bulge bracket deals, like the sale of Australian 
department store chain David Jones and the acquisition  
of Roc Oil by a Chinese buyer, steal headlines, the Australian 
M&A narrative is very much one defined by the middle 
market. These deals, defined as transactions valued 
between US$10m (AU$12.8m) and US$250m (AU$320m), 
have historically accounted for a majority of M&A activity 

Figure 1:  Australian M&A

 Number of deals  Deal value

2nd  Australia became the second-largest M&A market in   
Asia-Pacific, behind only China in volume and value terms
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Figure 2:  M&A deal volume 2009-2014  
(deals with disclosed values)

 US$0m - US$9m  US$10m - US$50m

 US$51m - US$150m  US$151m -US$250m

 US$251m - US$500m  US$501m - US$1,000m

 >US$1,001m

in Australia since 2009. In 2014 alone, these transactions 
accounted for 68% of all M&A, with the US$10m to US$50m 
(AU$64m) range accounting for two in five transactions. 

This thought leadership publication, a collaboration between 
Pitcher Partners and Mergermarket, analyses deals in the 
middle market deal segment, looking at the value-add these 
companies offer, the sectors of interest for investors, cross-
border deal flows, as well as the role of private equity. This 
report also examines the deal drivers behind these M&A 
trends and the motivations that are likely to drive deal 
activity in 2015 and the years ahead.
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Value in the middle market

Not too big, not too small
Nimble in their operations and leaner than the large-
cap corporates, companies in the middle market have an 
agility that bigger businesses do not possess. An ability to 
quickly adapt to changing market conditions has helped 
these companies not only survive, but thrive within their 
respective industries.  As disruptive technologies create new 
obstacles to their bottom lines, these companies have been, 
by and large, successful in seizing opportunities from these 
challenges and translating this into growth. Adaptability 
and persistent innovation is, after all, how many of these 
companies rose through the ranks from start-up status to 
middle market growth companies, both listed and unlisted.  

Despite this resilience, the middle market is not without 
its challenges. A number of key barriers stand in the way 
of growth for these companies. Foremost among these 
is uncertainty in the economic environment and the 
ability to manage costs. While their cash positions may 
be on stronger ground than their start-up and small-cap 
peers, securing cash flows presents difficulties for even 
the soundest of businesses. In this vein, funding new 
opportunities and expansion also posed difficulties –  
and for investors, this creates opportunities for providing 
finance or to make acquisitions. 

While generally lacking the scale and resources of corporations, but still at more of 
a financial advantage than small businesses and startups, companies in between 
these two business segments feature distinguished characteristics and structures 
that help raise their appeal. Based on deal figures and activity in the middle 
market, investors are taking note.

Cornerstone of the Australian economy
Middle market businesses comprise a small percentage 
of all companies in Australia yet contribute immensely to 
the national economy. The Australian Mid-Market Growth 
Alliance (AMGA) estimates that these mid-sized companies 
generate more than US$425bn (AU$544bn) annually 
(Australia’s GDP in 2014 was US$1.5tn, or AU$1.9tn). These 
numbers add up to more than the combined contributions 
from big businesses and small start-ups. 

The Australian middle market is also a major source of job 
creation. These companies provide one in four jobs across 
the country, or roughly 3.2 million full-time employment 
positions. This value-add to the economy is considerable, 
especially as the unemployment rate continues a steady 
upward trend that started in 2011. The Australian Bureau  
of Statistics showed a rate of just over 6% as 2014 came  
to a close, with expectations of a short decline in the first 
quarter of 2015.

Even as continued concerns proliferate over commodity price 
fluctuations and the end of Australia’s mining boom, the 
middle market continues to provide a reason for optimism. 
This has had a largely positive impact on sentiment across 
the economy, as mid-cap companies boast one of the most 
promising outlooks in terms of future business growth, 
according to figures from the AMGA. 

68% of all M&A involved transactions in the middle market
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Australia’s middle market –  
By the numbers

 

27,000 (Approx)
businesses, compared to more than  
2m with turnovers less than US$10m

Jobs

That’s roughly  

3.2m  
full-time employment opportunities

Source: GE Capital, Australian Mid-Market Growth Alliance

 1 in 4  
jobs are created by the middle market

Company count

Banking/Finance

1/5 of borrowing and bank deposits come 
from mid-cap companies

Business revenue
 

1/3 of Australian business revenue is 
generated by the middle market

Only  

 1.4%  
of business population

$ $ $

$ $
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What does Australia’s middle market offer that bulge bracket 
deals do not?

SIMON: One of the main value adds for Australian middle market companies is 
their position as an entry point for foreign acquirers into the Australian market 
or for larger domestic corporates to diversify their holdings into other sectors/
expand nationally. Australia is a small, geographically diversified market, so 
establishing a new brand, product offering, or state based market takes time 
and money, and thus elevates the amount of risk a potential investor must 
assume. Therefore, it can make more economic sense to buy into a specific 
market or geography, and either acquire or partner with an established middle 
market player to expand market presence or customer base. 

Another quality of the middle market is that these companies are often 
easier to change, that is, it is relatively easy to implement new management 
or replace certain processes once an acquisition is complete. The companies 
themselves are agile and still large enough to withstand shocks in the market 
and adapt quickly to changing conditions.  

Additionally, the Australian market is historically seen as a stable 
environment in which to transact. The country is well known for its strong 
regulatory frameworks and a solid history of successful deals.

Pitcher Partners Q&A: Developing  
an effective approach to M&A  
in the middle market

Investing in Australia’s middle market requires a detailed approach to  
realise the full value these businesses offer. Pitcher Partners’ Simon Johnson, 
Michael Sonego and Warwick Face discuss trends and tactics in mid-cap M&A.

Simon Johnson Michael Sonego Warwick Face

One of the single 
biggest issues for 

buyers is that they often 
don’t have an M&A 
strategy. Aside from 
providing direction to any 
potential acquisition, 
having an M&A strategy 
will allow you to 
benchmark opportunities 
and progress those that 
come before you.

Michael Sonego
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Pitcher Partners Q&A: Developing  
an effective approach to M&A  
in the middle market

What challenges exist in the middle market for both the buy side 
and sell side?

WARWICK: On the sell side, many middle market companies do not properly 
plan their exit processes, as business owners typically spend more time in their 
business rather than working on their business. Planning an exit is not just about 
profitability. Its bedrock is the integrity of the business numbers, and from a 
strategic/value point of view, also understanding and driving other value factors.  
These will of course vary from sector to sector. For family businesses contemplating 
generational change or seeking an exit, business and deal structure can be one of 
the biggest factors impacting the final after tax cash outcomes. It is fair to say you 
cannot easily deal with poor records or a structural issue at the last minute, thus 
planning over a 2-3 year period prior to the final deal is often critical to maximise 
shareholder outcomes.

Also, on the sell side, succession issues typically come into play. As baby 
boomers plan for their future retirement, they need to pay particular attention 
to the market and adequately prepare to exit their businesses. This often 
isn’t just about providing bottom line growth, but rather ensuring long-term 
economic value. Is the business growing and evolving in an increasingly 
competitive, dynamic market? Answering this question honestly, and taking 
proactive steps to change direction, are crucial, as companies that innovate are 
often the same companies that succeed. Those companies that do not embrace 
change and innovation will inevitably see deep discounts in their valuations 
when approached by potential buyers. 

MICHAEL: One of the single biggest issues for buyers is that they often don’t have 
an M&A strategy. Aside from providing direction to any potential acquisition, 
having an M&A strategy will allow you to benchmark opportunities and progress 
those that come before you. Entrants new to the market may want to seek out 
advisors (as their more experienced colleagues are doing) to guide them through 
the process or assist with target sourcing and selection. 

Whether buying or selling, it is critical to be clear about what you want to achieve 
and fully understand the implications of what you are about to do.  Too often deals 
fail because there was no clear vision of the outcomes sought or misunderstanding 
of what was actually involved.

These advisors can help find opportunities that are not widely known within  
the market. In this way, they may be able to orchestrate an exclusivity agreement 
between buyer and seller, thus reducing the risk of not completing the deal,  
time wasting and sunk deal costs and possibly minimising the final price at close.  
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How can buyer and seller find an 
agreeable and fair price on valuation?

SIMON: Finding an agreeable valuation is often 
one of the most complicated parts of the deal, 
and in the middle market this is exacerbated by 
the fact that there is a component of emotion 
behind these deals. Sellers may be founders or 
have deep roots to the businesses. As such, the 
initial valuation expectation may not always be 
logical, but is negotiable and likely to change 
throughout negotiations. 

WARWICK:  M&A valuation in the middle 
market can be challenging when there is a lack 
of market data on comparable transactions, 
which is often the case given the size of the 
Australian market. The goal of an advisor could 
be to pitch the business at strategic rather 
than a value buyer. This however can often 
result in challenging value split discussions, as 
the value of the business to the acquirer may 
be significantly higher than the risk/return of 
it being held by the current owners. As in all 

deals it comes back to negotiating with a clear 
and consistent message and for the process 
to be supported by quality financial and 
substantiated information.

MICHAEL: Valuation is part science and part art, 
and it’s generally a good idea to maintain a sell-
side advisor to assist with this process. Most 
quality transactions begin with a valuation of 
the vendor, which will give you a good idea of 
what the company is worth. This can help with 
a realignment of expectations from either party 
and usually results in fewer surprises later  
in the transaction. 

In price determination, a number of often 
unconsidered factors can come into play. 
Quality of records, for example. Typically, 
when we are acting for buyers of private 
companies, the quality of records and 
information can hinder our processes and 
subsequently lead to a discounted offer price 
or agreed offer price, easily justified in the 
absence of quality documentation.

Are deals in the middle market more likely to go 
through an auction process or reach conclusion 
through exclusive negotiations? 

SIMON: The auction process is designed to push value 
up, and one of the benefits is that multiple bidders 
create competition on the price willing to be paid. 
However, one of the risks is that bidders do not always 
represent themselves clearly – in other words, there  
are strong bidders who are fully capable of completing 
the transaction and there are weak bidders who are  
not. Flushing out bidders can prove difficult, however, 
an advisor can help settle the noise of the process  
and make sure that bidders with actual potential are 
not overlooked. 

WARWICK:  As noted previously, the goal of an advisor 
can be to market a business at strategic rather than value 
buyers.  It is a careful balance between a wider process 
with many parties, or a defined process with one or a small 
number. Awarding exclusivity in any process is not without 
its pitfalls, however, this can certainly result in better 
outcomes if there is a clear agreement of terms, likely 
issues and approach, and a defined transaction timetable, 
and again no surprises from the business or its records.

MICHAEL:  A further risk of the auction process is that 
you may exclude some bidders who refuse to engage in 
such a process.  As such, care is required before running 
an auction process.  There are other forms of competitive 
tension that can be employed to drive an increase in price.
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Scrip deals may not 
lead to higher 

prices being paid, but 
they certainly facilitate 
more deals being 
completed, as scrip is a 
form of currency that 
enables some bidders, 
who would otherwise be 
unable, to participate in 
the process.

Simon Johnson

How does the use of cash and/or scrip (equity) 
impact the outcome of a deal, particularly  
with reference to the agreed upon price of  
the target?

MICHAEL: From the sell side, when you’re looking at  
deal structure, the most risk free option is an all cash 
deal. When you include shares, you’re relying on some 
kind of subsequent event occurring. When it comes to 
using scrip, then it becomes a matter of risk around 
‘What is their business doing?’ and also ‘What is their 
growth trajectory?’.

At a certain point in time, companies (the buyer and 
seller) might be quite comparable, with earnings on par 
with one another, but when you look at strategic plans, 
the growth rates may be significantly different. You 
have to consider how these differences will affect scrip, 
what liabilities will be inherited, and ultimately how an 
exit can be arranged at some point in the future. 

In many cases when we’ve been working with publicly 
listed companies, they’ve tended to use a blend of cash 
and scrip. In 2014 we saw a few deals where clients 
accepted a lower price to accept a higher cash component.  

SIMON:  Scrip deals may not lead to higher prices being 
paid, but they certainly facilitate more deals being 
completed, as scrip is a form of currency that enables 
some bidders, who would otherwise be unable, to 
participate in the process.

For any deal structure, the focus is always after tax net 
sale proceeds and this can mean a deal structure or 
consideration less than the original asking price. The key is 
obtaining pre-deal tax advice and also effective structure 
advice pre sale.

How is the Australian regulatory environment changing to 
encourage foreign investment into Australia?

SIMON: We’re seeing continued relaxation on Australia’s foreign investment 
policy. Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) thresholds are being raised, 
making it easier for foreign firms to enter the market and encouraging cross-
border trade and investment. When deals do require FIRB approval, the actual 
process is being streamlined. A number of free trade agreements (FTA) have 
also been rolled out between Australia and other Asian countries in the past 
year to facilitate cross-border activity.

MICHAEL: Trade opportunities and benefits won’t just be available between 
FTA countries, but others that want access to these markets as well. 
Investors buying Australian companies that have access to Asian markets 
are essentially also buying that access. For instance, a European company 
that wants access to the Chinese market can make an acquisition of an 
Australian company that exports to China and direct some of its current 
Australian sales through Asia.  This can then enhance the value of their 
business in their home market. 
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Sectors focus

The shift from mining
Middle market M&A increased 21% during 2014, with 253 
deals worth US$14.2bn (approx AU$18bn). While macro-
issues and other concerns create an air of cautious optimism 
for the market, signs of encouragement have been prevalent 
enough to drive M&A growth in the middle market. 

In the immediate post-recession years, deal activity was 
driven largely by mining and resource-related M&A. From 
2009 to 2014, the sector accounted for more than one in four 
deals as a wave of consolidation and inbound acquisitions 
swept the industry. As momentum continues to slip, 
expectations hold that most interest in the mining sector  
will come from local bidders as opposed to foreign investors. 

As this mining boom comes to a close, or at least reaches 
a trough in the investment cycle, several other sectors are 
poised to fill the M&A void. These industries include, but  
are not limited to:

• Business services

• Consumer

• TMT
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Figure 3: Australian middle market M&A

Following several years of sluggish activity, growth has returned to the 
middle market. Renewed deal making comes as larger corporations look  
to strengthen – and expand – their core operations and branch out into 
new lines of business, using acquisitions in the middle market as launch 
pads for these agendas.

 Number of deals  Deal value

The above graph demonstrates the optimism and resulting 
increases to deal flow for Australian mid-cap M&A.

Already, these sectors have seen investment flow and their share of the 
value pie expand year on year from 2013 to 2014. These industries are 
being driven largely by consumer demand and changes in technology and 
innovation, trends that are expected to continue into 2015 and beyond. 
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Sectors focus

Figure 4: Australian middle market M&A – sector breakdown by value of transactions

2013 
% of deal values

27%
Value (AU$m):

4,178

2014 
% of deal values

20%
Value (AU$m):

3,720

Energy, mining & utilities

2013 
% of deal values

10%
Value (AU$m):

1,568

2014 
% of deal values

11%
Value (AU$m):

1,996

TMT

2013 
% of deal values

13%
Value (AU$m):

2,011

2014 
% of deal values

6%
Value (AU$m):

1,037

Industrials & chemicals

2013 
% of deal values

2%
Value (AU$m):

265

2014 
% of deal values

3%
Value (AU$m):

516

Real estate

2013 
% of deal values

7%
Value (AU$m):

1,105

2014 
% of deal values

11%
Value (AU$m):

1,980

Leisure

2013 
% of deal values

4%
Value (AU$m):

691

2014 
% of deal values

6%
Value (AU$m):

1,002

Pharma, medical & biotech

2013 
% of deal values

2%
Value (AU$m):

200

2014 
% of deal values

3%
Value (AU$m):

463

Agriculture

2013 
% of deal values

7%
Value (AU$m):

1,025

2014 
% of deal values

7%
Value (AU$m):

1,294

Financial services

2013 
% of deal values

4%
Value (AU$m):

599

2014 
% of deal values

5%
Value (AU$m):

1,000

Transportation

2013 
% of deal values

1%
Value (AU$m):

125

2014 
% of deal values

2%
Value (AU$m):

312

Construction

2013 
% of deal values

13%
Value (AU$m):

2,103

2014 
% of deal values

15%
Value (AU$m):

2,707

Business services

2013 
% of deal values

11%
Value (AU$m):

1,659

2014 
% of deal values

12%
Value (AU$m):

2,167

Consumer

In terms of deal values, a strong performance from business services, consumer and 
TMT have more than replaced the decline in energy and resources’ deal values.
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Acquisitions of mid-cap business services companies 
(those providing any service supporting a business, 
particularly those involved in information technology and 
data processing) allow local companies to expand their 
domestic footprint. In November 2014, law firm Slater and 
Gordon completed double transactions of Nowicki Carbone 
and Schultz Toomey O’Brien for US$50m (AU$64m). The 
acquisitions allowed Slater and Gordon to solidify its position 
and reputation as a leading law firm in Australia, while also 
expanding its practice into new areas of law. 

The desire to expand its property advisory services due 
to increasing international investor interest in Australian 
real estate drove KPMG Australia to acquire SGA Property 
Consultancy. The deal for the mid-cap independent chartered 
building and environmental firm would add to KPMG’s 
portfolio of service offerings. It also provided considerable 
value-add and expertise for KPMG in one of the fastest 
growing sectors of the Australian economy to clients. 

The sector is also a gateway for international corporates to 
enter the Australian market. For example, chasing its goal of 
doubling revenue by 2018, South Africa-founded, and now 
Japanese-owned, Dimension Data used its financial reserves 
to acquire IT consulting services company Oakton Limited. 
Based on deal details, the acquisition could prove beneficial 
to both companies as they have a complementary value 
proposition and footprint in the market. 

Oakton CEO Neil Wilson spoke highly of the acquisition, 
noting the benefits his mid-cap company would receive by 
coming under the larger corporate umbrella of Dimension 
Data. Said Wilson, “being part of the same company, we can 
further accelerate our joint go-to-market positioning and 
market share acquisition opportunities. I’m looking forward 
to working with Dimension Data to continue driving local 
innovation in order to address our clients’ current and future 
business challenges.”

A strong appetite for deal making in business services has 
boosted volume and value totals in the past two years. 
These increases could be attributable to a willingness 
among dealmakers to pay higher valuations as they fight 
for market share. Heated competition to buy IT service 
providers and platforms has also swept the industry. Similar 
transactions and potentially higher valuations are likely 
going forward, especially as larger corporates look for new 
points of growth in mature markets. To expand their digital 
focus and enhance IT programs, corporates are using M&A 
in the sector to buy expertise, a practice oftentimes easier 
than building or developing their own R&D. 

Business services

0 10 20 30 40 50

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000

2014

2013

Number of deals

Total value AU$m

33

 $2,103

44

 $2,707

Figure 5: Business services middle market M&A

 Number of deals  Deal value

Similar buys, like the Oakton acquisition, 
will also provide impetus in the business 
services sector as these services continue to 
underpin business growth and expansion.
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Bolstered by positive consumer confidence in 2013 and 2014, Australia’s consumer 
sector – both retail and food and beverage – became a hotbed for M&A, illustrated by 
volume and value figures. A defining feature of this trend was the increasing inbound 
deal flow from international brands. Enticed by growth in retail sales and low interest 
rates, not to mention a lack of M&A driven by local retailers, foreign retailers have 
become key buyers driving deal making in the sector. 

Illustrating this trend was South African retailer Woolworths’ US$2.2bn (AU$2.8bn) 
takeover of David Jones. The deal highlights foreigners’ growth vision and recognition 
of opportunity in the Australian market. While overlooked by the David Jones 
deal, Woolworths (SA) also acquired the remaining stake it did not already own in 
Australian fashion chain Country Road for US$200m (AU$256m). 

While interest in the sector remains high, with increases in both number of deals 
(22 in 2013 to 27 in 2014) and average deal value ($75.4 in 2013 to $80.3m in 2014), 
sentiment among spenders on the ground is less enthusiastic. Recent consumer 
confidence figures have sunk to new lows as economic uncertainty and job security 
concerns impact spending. A drop in the Australian dollar and weak wages growth 
have also come into play. This could in turn prove a potent driver of M&A: as 
consumers spend less and if markets slow, to grow their business and earnings 
companies will have to make acquisitions of rivals and diversified product lines. 

This would be good news for foreign investors looking to enter the market. As 
international retailers face extreme competitive pressure in emerging markets, 
acquisitions in Australia are becoming an attractive option to expand customer bases 
and realise new sources of returns. Indeed, major fashion brands – H&M, Zara, and 
Uniqlo, to name a few – have been undeterred in their Australia strategies, opening 
stores in Melbourne in 2014. Further foreign retail chains are expected to follow suit 
in 2015. 

Consumer

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500

2014

2013

Number of deals

Total value AU$m

22

 $1,658

27

 $2,167

Figure 6: Consumer sector middle market M&A

 Number of deals  Deal value

While this interest 
is a positive sign of 
encouragement, the 
presence of more foreign 
retail chains will put 
increasing pressure  
on the bottom lines  
of local retailers. 

International 
investors in the 

consumer space looking 
to limit their emerging 
market exposure can find 
practical and meaningful 
acquisition targets in the 
Australian market to 
realise their expansion 
strategies. Specific to 
acquisitions of middle 
market retailers, these 
companies offer an 
excellent entry point  
to expand within the 
Australian consumer 
space.

Simon Johnson
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Globally, the TMT sector has played a pillar role in 
strengthening M&A deal figures. Similar deals in Australia 
are no less prevalent, with the tech sub-sector’s middle 
market home to innovative and high-quality businesses. 
While domestic transactions have increased, the rest of 
the world has also discovered the potential of Australian 
tech enterprises. In 2014, foreign buyers accounted for 
46% of middle market transactions and 48% of deal 
dollars. These buyers have found that Australia’s tech 
companies provide a cost-effective alternative to filling 
gaps in their own product lines. 

This has been a key strategy for international and domestic 
corporations setting out to develop online payment 
platforms and mobile apps. As they expand their digital 
presence and enhance online consumer experiences, many 
have realised that acquiring talent and expertise through 
M&A (“capability acquisitions”) is often a cheaper and 
quicker alternative to pursuing in-house innovations and 
R&D. In this way, the middle market has become a hot bed 
for deals. The Woolworths-Quantium deal in 2013 serves 
as an example, whereby the retail giant acquired the 
smaller tech firm to bolster its struggling in-house data 
management and processing systems. 

Year on year, tech sub-sector deals involving computer software 
companies and Internet/e-commerce firms have decreased 
slightly, from 17 transactions in 2013 to 15 in 2014. Values, 
however, increased 21%, reaching US$842m (AU$1.1bn) in 2014 
compared to US$697m (AU$892.2m) the year before. 

Demand for tech companies has increased in recent years, 
illustrated by growing value (with average values up from 
$62.7m in 2013 to $71.3m in 2014) and volume (25 in 2013 
and 28 in 2014) in the sub-sector, however, overall valuations 
remain stable. Valuations may have been stretched, as a wave 
of megadeals led by global tech giants swept the market. 
Recently, expectations have moderated as mid-cap sellers  
get a reality check on the value of their businesses. 

In the media space, deals have unfolded as larger media 
companies dispose of non-core or non-performing assets. 
These assets have in turn been picked up by domestic and 
international buyers alike. 

Technology, Media and Telecommunications (TMT)
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25

 $1,568

28
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Figure 7: TMT sector middle market M&A

 Number of deals  Deal value 

Overall lower valuations, more reasonably 
priced than tech companies in other 
parts of Asia and developed markets in 
the West, could prove a valuable driver to 
M&A in the sub-sector. 
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If volume and value figures are an indicator of investor 
interest, then it goes without saying that Australia’s 
agribusiness sector has been overlooked in recent years. 
In 2013, there were only six buys into the agriculture 
space, valued at US$156m (AU$200m). While these figures 
increased in 2014 – to seven transactions worth US$362m 
(AU$463m) – this movement was barely noticed  
in the market. 

Growing potential in agribusiness

Yet with changes to Australia’s foreign 
investment procedures and growing 
demand for agriculture products, 
agribusiness could be set to experience 
increased investment in the years ahead.

With food security at the top of national agendas across 
Asia-Pacific, foreign investor interest peaked in Australian 
agribusiness as state-owned enterprises and national 
companies compete to snap up assets across the agriculture 
supply chain. The vast Australian land mass – diverse in 
landscape and agribusiness opportunities has made it an 
ideal inbound destination for M&A and investment. Its 
proximity to high-growth emerging markets of China and 
Southeast Asia also makes Australia a prime destination for 
foreign capital. There is also wide recognition that foreign 
investment – particularly in the middle market where many 
agribusinesses are family-owned and operated – is needed 
to help drive R&D and innovation. 
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Cross-border deal flows:  
Foreign investment and  
outbound acquisitions

Foreign inbound activity continues to be one of the key drivers of dealmaking 
in the Australian middle market, with inbound deal flow reaching impressive 
investment levels. The wave of Australian companies setting out for international 
markets  shows new enthusiasm to breach and expand into new markets. 

FIRB approvals
In the wake of the controversially blocked acquisition of 
GrainCorp by US-based Archer Daniel Midland in 2013, 
FIRB has accelerated its approvals process, generally 
making decisions within its 30-day timeframe, according 
to a Mergermarket intelligence brief. This is a welcome 
change from the stagnation witnessed in the months 
after Australia’s Liberal-led coalition government came to 
power in September 2013, when FIRB lagged in meeting 
deadlines and resorted to asking parties to re-submit 
their applications. Conditions are now being imposed 
only if an important issue arises, reducing the amount of 
micromanaging from the Board. 

In April 2014, Australia agreed to raise the screening 
threshold at which private Japanese and Korean investment 
in non-sensitive sectors is considered by FIRB. The current 
threshold is AU$1.08bn, (US$843m) up from AU$248m 
(US$194m) prior to the agreement with Japan and South 
Korea. The Australian government has also indicated it 
is prepared to extend this threshold to Chinese private 
investment at some point in the future.

The inbound wave is likely to remain healthy as 2015 unfolds, given 
changes in the Australian dollar (a lower exchange rate could make 
Australian assets more attractive and help in finalising negotiations), 
lower commodity prices, and a growing list of free trade agreements that 
will boost the country’s appeal to foreign investors. Cheaper valuations 
could also help sweeten certain deals, especially in attracting global 
private equity funds. 

In agribusiness, the government has reduced the 
screening threshold for foreign investment from AU$252m 
(US$196.9m) to AU$15m (US$11.7m) effective 1 March 
2015, a move intended to improve scrutiny of foreign 
purchases of agricultural land. A foreign ownership 
register will also be established to strengthen reporting 
requirements and provide a clearer picture of foreign 
investment in the agribusiness sector. While foreign 
demand for Australian agricultural land is likely to continue 
the screening threshold will place increased risk around 
completions with foreign buyers.

Inbound interest
The role of foreign investment in Australia’s middle market is not easily overlooked. 
Average deal value for inbound transactions since 2009 was 45%, with a peak in 
activity in 2013 when foreign acquirers accounted for more than half of inbound 
investment. Since 2011, noticeable year-on-year gains in deal volume have taken 
place, with inbound transactions accounting for roughly 40% of these deals in 2014. 
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Cross-border deal flows:  
Foreign investment and  
outbound acquisitions
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Figure 9: Australia middle market deal flows, by deal value
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Not in recent times 
has Pitcher Partners 

received as many active 
mandates for merger  
and acquisition related 
advisory services. The 
time has come for those 
companies looking to 
grow to do so through 
acquisitive behavior, 
which represents an 
equally compelling 
opportunity for those 
contemplating  
an exit.

Simon Johnson
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Bidder geography overview
Given its proximity to Asia, a large percentage of inbound deal flow originates 
from the region’s emerging markets. In recent years, bidders from across East and 
Southeast Asia have been busy buying up mining assets as growing demand for 
natural resources expands in tandem with their economic growth. Food security 
concerns and burgeoning consumer classes have also been drivers of Asian 
investment in Australia’s agribusiness space. 

In total, foreign investment from Asia-Pacific based bidders accounted for 44% of 
deal volume and 47% of deal value for the year 2014. These transactions were led 
by China (13 deals worth US$818m/ AU$1.1bn) and Singapore (10 deals worth 
US$755m/ AU$966m), respectively.  

North American acquirers have also been active participants in the Australian 
middle market, with deal totals of 29% of transactional volume and 27% of value 
in 2014. These acquisitions were dominated by US-based corporations, which 
accounted for the largest portion of deal activity for a single country: 25% of deal 
volume and value for 2014. As boardroom confidence returns in the United States, 
corporations pursuing a growth agenda have targeted Australia for its pool of 
quality businesses. Target sectors have included notable investment in business 
services and TMT. 

North America

Africa

Europe Asia-Paci�c

Middle East

Other

Value
47%

Value
3%

Value
17%

Value
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Value
4%
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Figure 10: Inbound middle market M&A, by bidder geography (2014)

Figure 12: Top inbound bidder 
geographies (2014)
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China-Australia FTA
The China-Australia Free Trade Agreement (FTA), signed into effect in November 
2014, is expected to broadly impact deal flow between the two countries. In 
particular, M&A activity in agribusiness and infrastructure stands to benefit 
from the accord, with Chinese investors paying close interest amid food security 
concerns and Australia’s wave of privatisations of national infrastructure projects. 

China’s state-owned enterprises will still be scrutinised by FIRB, however, one  
of the staples of the agreement is that it lifts the investment threshold for 
investments by private Chinese investors in non-sensitive sectors to AU$1.078bn 
(US$842m) from AU$248m (US$194m). This is similar to free trade agreements 
signed earlier in 2014 with Japan and South Korea, matching investment 
thresholds that US- and New Zealand-based investors face.

Australian outbound M&A
As indicated by data trends, Australian firms are gradually re-entering the M&A 
market as cross-border acquirers. The middle market has played its part in this 
outbound wave, with close to half of all outbound transactions falling in mid-cap 
territory. Deal values have remained relatively constant, with average outbound 
deal totals hovering just shy of US$3bn (AU$3.8bn) a year.

Since 2012, the largest amount of Australian outbound investment was directed 
toward Western shores, with the United States seeing US$1.6bn (AU$2.05bn) 
in 32 transactions. Similarly, deal dollars also entered the United Kingdom, with 
US$1.1bn (AU$1.41bn) in 18 transactions. Despite the geographic distance, well 
established legal and regulatory regimes, as well as reputable business practices 
and standards can provide peace of mind for first-time and serial cross-border 
investors. Additionally, these two jurisdictions bear a significant cultural closeness 
with Australia, not to mention a shared language. In the middle market, this is 
key, as the ability to find common ground, particularly on corporate or national 
cultures, can be the difference between closing a transaction or walking away  
from the deal table. 

The FTA recently 
announced with 

China, and the impending 
announcement of the 
Japanese FTA, is opening 
up doors, both inbound 
and outbound, for 
Australian businesses. 
China, in particular, 
represents further deal 
potential for Australia’s 
already active food sector, 
which is reinforced with 
the new Policy announced 
in October 2014.

Michael Sonego
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Within Asia-Pacific, New Zealand saw the most Australian 
outbound M&A, again, given shared cultures, but also in large 
part due to its proximity. However, the conservative nature of 
Australian boardrooms has meant that M&A into other Asian 
markets has been sparse. Now, as many Asian countries 
warm up to Australian companies, offering policy incentives 
entering their markets, the timing may be right for domestic 
companies to pursue acquisition strategies across Europe. 

Investing in Southeast Asia 
Mergermarket intelligence briefs and interviews with 
Australian corporates show that Australian companies 
already embrace Southeast Asia albeit organically compared 
to the M&A approach taken by European or North American 
firms. While Australian companies do not generally move 
into Asia through acquisitions, they grow into the region 
through procurement arrangements, partnerships or 
distribution deals. Should Australian boards become less 
conservative they should look at the model of the Japanese 
expansion in Southeast Asia, which was achieved through 
a long-term approach and gradual penetration of the sub-
region’s markets. 

Business opportunities exist for Australian companies to 
export their know-how and skills to Southeast Asia in the 
services sectors like healthcare, financial services, and new 
online media, as well as consumer and food businesses 
aimed at addressing the growing demand for middle class-
targeted brands and services. There is also a great need for 
investment in infrastructure across Southeast Asia that 
Australian investors could tap. 

Despite the geographical proximity of the two regions, 
Australian buyers traditionally lag behind other investors 
in Southeast Asia. Since 2012, Australian buyers have only 
completed 28 deals worth US$1.4bn (AU$1.8bn), compared 
to Japan (77 deals worth US$3bn/AU$3.8bn) or the United 
States (54 deals worth US$3.3bn/AU$4.2bn).

Figure 14: Australia outbound M&A deal volume
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Case study: Invengo’s acquisition  
of FET (Australia)
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The dealmakers

Bidder: Invengo Information Technology is a global 
leader in RFID products and solutions, supporting 
innovations in the evolution of the Internet of Things. 
From its international base in Singapore, the publicly-
listed company wanted to expand beyond its operations 
in China to the broader Asian market. With this in mind, 
Invengo began a search of the Australian market for 
acquisition opportunities. 
 
Target: FET was a mid-cap market leader in library RFID 
solutions components and development in Australia and 
New Zealand. The company was growing rapidly and would 
provide Invengo access to the Australian market. 

Invengo’s strategy

Having surveyed the market, Invengo knew that organic 
growth would be difficult. The RFID space in Australia, 
despite being populated by quality, developed targets, was 
small and provided limited acquisition prospects. Such 
a market entry would be slow and costly. An acquisition 
would not only be easier, it would also position the 
company for accelerated expansion and expedited growth 
toward accomplishing its short- and medium-term goals. 
After identifying FET as a potential target, Invengo began 
a thorough investigation of the company and market. 

Due diligence

After completing its own basic due diligence, Invengo 
approached a team of advisors – including Pitcher 
Partners – to support and guide the acquisition. Their 
strong understanding of the market and demonstrated 
level of competence allowed these advisors to help 
Invengo navigate the Australian business environment 
and M&A process. By delivering on time-sensitive 
matters, they highlighted potential areas of concern, 
such as some revenue recognition discrepancies and 
understated liabilities and other financial issues. 

 

Specifically, the investigation that Pitcher Partners 
completed enabled Invengo to better understand the 
valuation of the target company. What was the true 
position of FET’s profitability, and how were the operations 
being conducted and impacting the bottom line? By 
answering these questions, Invengo was able to get an 
adjustment on the original valuation, providing a fair  
and equitable outcome for both parties. 

Following completion of the financial due diligence, 
Invengo engaged Pitcher Partners to close the deal, which 
included negotiating the net consideration payable down 
significantly, the contract and working capital adjustment. 

Outcome

From the outset, Invengo had a clear strategic view to 
nurture and assist the target to continue core business 
operations and use their industry-leading processes, 
talent and products to further its own expansion in Asia 
and abroad. 
 
As Invengo’s first deal outside of China, the acquisition of 
FET has served as a model for future acquisitions. Already, 
Invengo has used this approach to complete M&A into 
several international markets.  
 
While successful in achieving Invengo’s goals, staff at 
the Singapore-based company said the process could 
have run even smoother had advisors, particularly 
Pitcher Partners, been consulted earlier in the deal. As 
they note, this would have provided for more flexibility 
in the acquisition and perhaps streamlined parts of the 
process, specifically at the term sheet stage, that lagged 
and could have potentially negatively impacted the 
final outcome. Drawing on the benefits and learnings of 
involving Pitcher Partners, the company now ensures it 
approaches advisors early in the transaction process to 
draw on their expertise.
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Private equity
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Figure 16: Private equity activity in Australia

Figure 15: Middle market PE buyouts  
as a percent of total buyouts

After a lull in activity following the financial crisis in 2008, private equity activity 
has returned. While acquisitions were highlighted by only marginal increases, exit 
volumes experienced an impressive upsurge in 2014. Now, having exited investments, 
private equity firms can begin devising new strategies to put that money to work.

A market for buyouts
For both acquisition buyouts and portfolio exits, private equity trends have seen 
marked investments and returns. Indeed, 2014 was a bumper year as exits passed 
the US$15bn (AU$19.2bn) mark. A record number of deals in the mid-cap buyout 
space also came to market: 25 worth approximately US$2bn (AU$2.6bn). Increasingly, 
transactions in this value range are accounting for a larger percentage of buyouts. 
These buys could become more prevalent in the years ahead as large local and global 
private equity funds raise capital for investment in mid-cap companies going through 
succession issues or that have market potential to provide desired returns.  

Unlike strategic buyers, private equity investment in energy buys has been sparse. 
Private investors have instead concentrated on acquisitions in Australia’s business 
services space, injecting capital, and when necessary expertise, to scale these 
businesses and make them attractive targets for corporate acquirers. Similar tactics 
have been used when acquiring tech companies for their expertise and market 
acumen in mobile applications and cloud based services.

Private equity firms have also set their sights on the health sector including 
pharmaceutical businesses and hospital networks. An aging Australia is placing pressure 
on the nation to meet the financial, health care, housing and other service needs of 
its burgeoning elderly population. However, from this convergence of needs comes an 
opportunity for private equity firms to amalgamate these services into holistic health 
care provider companies. Additionally, stronger reliance on e-health services will drive 
acquisitions and investment for tech companies specialising in these services. 

 Number of buyouts

 Buyout values

 Middle market 
buyout deal count

 Exit count

 Middle market 
buyout deal value 

 Exit value 

Weakness in the global market has driven investors in 
search of business where growth opportunities can be 
unlocked. Australia is also one of the few markets in 
Asia-Pacific where full takeovers, as opposed to minority 
transactions, are possible. 
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Choosing an exit
With the stock market hovering near six-year highs, private equity firms were 
quick to jump on the opportunity to list in 2014. For the year, exits by IPO yielded 
US$5.5bn (approximately AU$7bn). Following a feverish year of taking their 
portfolio companies public, these firms can now shift focus back to making 
acquisitions. This is likely to result in a surge of new investment activity and  
robust levels of buyouts of Australian companies in the year ahead. 

Trade sales, likewise, provide a profitable exit option. Indeed, prior to launching 
the IPO of Healthscope, TPG and Carlyle had explored several options on a sell 
off to a corporate acquirer before settling on an IPO. According to Mergermarket 
data, trade sales accounted for US$3.4bn (AU$4.4bn) in exit values for 2014. 

Private equity

Figure 17: Private equity buyout volumes (2014) Figure 18: Private equity buyout values (2014)
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Whilst exiting a 
business to a private 

equity firm presents an 
opportunity to realise 
value for middle market 
business owners, such 
transactions rarely 
represent a full sale of  
an owner’s interests. 
Private equity are not 
operators of businesses, 
rather they are funders 
and strategic partners 
who are looking to back a 
management team.

Warwick Face
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Foreign PE houses at work
International private equity firms completed US$1.2bn 
(AU$1.5bn) in buyouts, accounting for 56% of transactional 
dollars and 48% of overall buyout activity. Half of the top 
10 buyouts in Australia’s middle market for the year were 
completed by foreign firms. 

The top buyout for the year came from US-based venture 
fund Insight Venture Partners, which injected US$250m 
(AU$320m) into Australian start-up Campaign Monitor. 
Overall, in 2014 US-based private equity firms accounted  
for one in three transactions into Australia.

KKR Head of Australia Justin Reizes recently said the US-
based firm will also look for opportunities in Australia as 
2015 unfolds. In a recent report, Reizes was quoted: “Strong 
global macro-economic themes that emerged through the 
end of 2014 have impacted the Australian market in a variety 
of ways. And because of these dynamics, we believe some 
unique opportunities have emerged in Australia across all 
of KKR’s investment platforms… We believe this brings good 
opportunities for a capital-solutions provider like KKR to 
partner with companies and provide solutions across the 
capital structures.”

These international firms, along with local funds such as 
Pacific Equity Partners and Quadrant, may be sitting on as 
much as US$6bn in dry powder. Australia Private Equity & 
Venture Capital Association Chief Executive Yasser El-Ansary 
says this capital will drive M&A in 2015, as foreign and local 
firms shift from an exit to an acquisition mentality in search 
of businesses where growth opportunities can be realised. 

Figure 20: Top 10 private equity buyouts in 2014

Completed 
Date

Target Company Target  Sector Target Subsector Bidder Company Bidder 
Country

Deal Value 
AU$m

16-Apr Campaign Monitor Pty Ltd Internet / 
ecommerce

Software 
development

Insight Venture Partners USA 320

1-Oct Modern Star Pty Ltd  
(90% stake)

Services (other) Educational & 
Training Services

Navis Capital Partners 
Limited

Malaysia 256

3-Jul LCR Group Pty Ltd Transportation Freight and other 
transportation 
services

Archer Capital Pty Limited Australia 239

20-May Aero-Care Pty Ltd Services (other) Airport services Archer Capital Pty Limited Australia 237

28-Jan Cura Day Hospitals Group Medical Hospital management Intermediate Capital 
Group Plc

United 
Kingdom

225

30-May The Retail Zoo, Pty Ltd. Leisure Restaurant and dining Bain Capital, LLC USA 220

18-Aug Canberra Data Centres Pty 
Ltd. (45% Stake)

Computer services Business support 
services

Quadrant Private Equity 
Pty Limited

Australia 161

28-Feb Centric Wealth Advisers 
Ltd

Financial Services Consulting services Financial Index Wealth 
Accountants

Australia 150

Pending Nuplex Specialties ; Nuplex 
Masterbatch 

Chemicals and 
materials

Distributors Axieo Pty Limited Australia 143

27-May Keycorp Pty Ltd. Computer software PDA/hand-held 
devices

SuperPay Australia Pty Ltd Sweden 99

This capital will 
drive M&A in 2015, 

as foreign and local 
firms shift from an exit 
to an acquisition 
mentality in search  
of businesses where 
growth opportunities 
can be realised

Yasser El-Ansary, Australia Private Equity  
& Venture Capital Association
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As the mainstay of the Australian M&A market, the middle market will play an 
impressive role in its contribution to the national economy in the year ahead. 
Deals originating in the middle market will also continue to come to market, 
providing promising investment opportunities for domestic and offshore acquirers 
alike. These investments will help nurture growth and expansion among mid-
cap companies, enlarging the impact they have on the broader economy and to 
investor returns. 

In terms of industries, outside the energy sector, middle market participation has 
seen the most activity in business services, consumer, and technology industries. 
Growth prospects have been positive in these industries as they boast a population 
of quality target companies that could provide remarkable value-add to companies 
engaging in expansion strategies or market entry. 

Recently signed FTAs with its Asian neighbours is opening the door to a new wave 
of inbound investment. Indeed, Chinese, South Korean, and Japanese companies 
are set to join the mix of international acquirers from Western markets. While the 
US still dominates in terms of its inbound M&A volume and value totals, interest 
from emerging Asia is brewing as these buyers eye mid-cap companies as a 
viable entry point into the Australian market. Indeed, M&A into the Australian 
middle market driven by corporate strategies to expand their reach and develop 
distribution channels will continue to fuel deal making in this segment of the 
market in 2015 and beyond.

Conclusion

There is likely to be 
greater transacting 

activity in 2015.  This will 
enable businesses to step 
up, or ahead, of their 
competitors and 
facilitate the exit of 
business owners seeking 
a succession path on 
considerably improved 
financial terms than may 
have been achieved in 
the recent past.

Michael Sonego
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About Mergermarket

Mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers and acquisitions (M&A) 
proprietary intelligence tool. Unlike any other service of its kind, Mergermarket 
provides a complete overview of the M&A market by offering both a forward-
looking intelligence database and a historical deals database, achieving real 
revenues for Mergermarket clients. 

Remark, the events and publications arm of the Mergermarket Group, offers 
a range of publishing, research and events services that enable clients to 
enhance their own profile, and to develop new business opportunities with 
their target audience. 

For more information please contact:

Naveet McMahon
Publisher, Remark Asia
naveet.mcmahon@mergermarket.com

Brandon Taylor
Editor, Remark Asia
brandon.taylor@mergermarket.com

Lillian Ho
Production, Remark Asia
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